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Gapless criteria that can efficiently determine whether a crystal is gapless or not are particularly
useful for identifying topological semimetals. In this work, we propose a sufficient gapless criterion for
three-dimensional non-interacting crystals, based on the simplified expressions for the bulk average
value of the static axion field. The brief logic is that two different simplified expressions give
the same value in an insulator, and thus the gapless phase can be detected by the mismatch of
them. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the gapless criterion in the magnetic systems with space
groups 26 and 13, where mirror, glide, and inversion symmetries provide the simplified expressions.
In particular, the gapless criterion can identify gapless phases that are missed by the symmetry-
representation approach, as illustrated by space group 26. Our proposal serves as a guiding principle
for future discovery of topological semimetals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complementary to the study on topological insu-
lators1,2, the last decade has witnessed intense re-
search interests in three dimensional (3D) topologi-
cal semimetals3–18. The characterization of various
topological semimetals and the search for material
candidates are central topics in this field. Recent
progress19–26 classified topological phases based on the
symmetry representations at high-symmetry momenta,
which made possible the prediction of thousands of
topological semimetals27–30. The high efficiency of this
symmetry-representation approach originates from the
fact that it only requires the information of the ground
state wavefunciton in a lower dimensional submanifold
of 3D first Brillouin zone (1BZ), like high-symmetry
points/lines/planes. However, many gapless phases can-
not be identified with the symmetry-representation ap-
proach, especially when the gapless points exist at generic
momenta, such as the Weyl semimetal TaAs8–10. There-
fore, new efficient approaches that can capture those
missing phases are of particular importance.
In this work, we exploit the effective axion field θ of
3D materials and propose an efficient gapless criterion
that can detect and provide topological invariants for the
gapless phases beyond the symmetry-representation ap-
proach. The dimensionless θ appears in the electromag-
netic response of 3D insulating crystals as31,32
Lθ = − e
2
hc
θ
2pi
E ·B , (1)
where e, h, and c are the elementary charge, Planck con-
stant, and speed of light, respectively. Based on symme-
tries, several simplified expressions19,20,33–36 have been
derived for evaluating the average value of static θ in
the bulk of materials. The key idea of this work is to
check the consistency of these simplified expressions. In-
tuitively, the mismatch of two expressions reflects the
ill-defined θ, indicating the possible existence of gapless
points, and the difference of the two mismatching ex-
pressions then serves as the topological invariant for the
gapless phase. The gapless criterion is efficient since the
simplified expressions only involve lower dimensional sub-
manifolds of 1BZ. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
this gapless criterion in two magnetic systems: one with
space group (SG) 26 and spin-orbit coupling (SOC), and
the other with SG 13 but without SOC. In the first exam-
ple, we find that the gapless criterion can identify Weyl
semimetal phases beyond the symmetry-representation
approach, and the semimetal hosts a surface mode with
a saddle-shaped energy dispersion. The gapless criterion
agrees with the symmetry-representation approach in the
second example.
II. EFFECTIVE AXION FIELD
Before discussing the gapless criterion, we review the
static effective axion field in 3D crystals and its simplified
expressions given by symmetries. We focus on insulators
with vanishing quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) conduc-
tivity (or equivalently with zero Chern number (CN) on
any 2D closed submanifold of 1BZ), like time-reversal
(TR) invariant insulators31,33. In these insulators, a glob-
ally continuous gauge37 is allowed for the cell-periodic
parts of the occupied Bloch states, labeled as |uk,a〉 with
a = 1, ..., N and N the number of occupied bands. With
this gauge, the bulk average value of the static effective
axion field can be expressed as19,31–33,35
θ =
1
4pi
∫
d3k ijl Tr[Ai∂kjAl + i
2
3
AiAjAl] , (2)
where θ labels the bulk average value henceforth, du-
plicated indexes are summed over, and [Ai(k)]a1a2 =
−i〈uk,a1 |∂ki |uk,a2〉 is the Berry connection. The
gauge transformation allowed in Eq. (2), |uk,a〉 →
|uk,a′〉[U(k)]a′a, can only change θ by multiples of 2pi,
since the gauge choice requires U(k) to be globally con-
tinuous. Thus, θ mod 2pi is unambiguous. Eq. (2) is
hard to use in general, since we need to know the occu-
pied Bloch wavefunctions in the entire 1BZ and derive
the globally continuous bases from them.
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2In the presence of a so-called “axion-odd” symme-
try19,20,31–36,38–42, θ mod 2pi is quantized to 0 or pi. An
axion-odd symmetry is either an improper SG symme-
try or a combination of TR symmetry and a proper SG
symmetry, where “proper” or “improper” means that
the point group part of the SG operation has determi-
nant 1 or −1, respectively, when acting on the real space
position. In appropriate setups, physical consequences
of θ = pi include quantized magnetoelectric effect31,43,
quantized zero Hall plateau44–46, and Faraday and Kerr
rotation47–49. Magnetic materials (MnTe)n(Bi2Te3)m
were recently proposed as candidates for the θ = pi
phase50,51.
We define an axion-odd symmetry g to be an “axion-
odd-simplification” (AOS) symmetry if it can provide a
gauge-invariant expression νg for θ that only involves a
lower-dimensional submanifold of 1BZ. νg dramatically
simplifies the evaluation of θ since it does not involve the
whole 1BZ or require the globally continuous gauge. A
widely known AOS symmetry is the inversion symmetry
P , whose simplified expression νP for θ reads
19,20
θ
pi
mod 2 = νP =
∑
K
nP,+K − nP,−K
4
mod 2 , (3)
where nP,±K labels the number of occupied states with
inversion eigenvalue ±1 at the inversion-invariant mo-
mentum K, and the sum of K ranges over all inversion-
invariant momenta as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Mirror is also an AOS symmetry. Without loss of gen-
erality, we consider the mirror operation mx that flips x.
The states with kx = Λ have definite mirror eigenvalues
±s, where Λ = 0, pi as shown in Fig. 1(b), s = 1 without
SOC, and s = i with SOC. We can then define the mir-
ror CN52 as CMkx=Λ = (C
mx,+
kx=Λ
−Cmx,−kx=Λ)/2, where C
mx,±
kx=Λ
is the total CN of occupied bands with mirror eigenvalue
±s. Finally, the simplified expression νmx for θ reads34,42
θ
pi
mod 2 = νmx = C
M
kx=0 − CMkx=pi mod 2 . (4)
Similar situation happens for the glide symmetry.
Without loss of generality, we consider the combination
of half lattice translation along z and the mirror oper-
ation my that flips y, labeled as gy =
{
my|00 12
}
. The
states with ky = Λ can have definite glide eigenvalues
±se−ikz/2. Then, the simplified expression νgy for θ
reads42,44,53–55
θ
pi
mod 2 = νgy =
C
gy,−
ky=0
− Cgy,−ky=pi + CB − 2(γ
gy,−
X¯′X¯ + γ
gy,−
M¯M¯ ′) mod 2 .
(5)
C
gy,−
ky=Λ
and CB are integrals of Berry curvature divided by
2pi for the occupied bands with glide eigenvalue−se−ikz/2
on plane ky = Λ and for all occupied bands in the area B,
respectively. (See Fig. 1(c) for details.) γ
gy,−
X¯′X¯/M¯M¯ ′ labels
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Fig 1. (a), (b) and (c) show the 1BZs for the inversion P ,
mirror mx and glide gy cases, respectively. Without loss of
generality, we, throughout the work, choose three primitive
reciprocal lattice vectors to be orthogonal and set their mag-
nitudes to be 1. In (a), the black dots label the eight in-
equivalent inversion-invariant momenta. The yellow planes in
(b) are at kx = −pi, 0, pi and invariant under mx. In (c), the
glide-invariant planes at ky = −pi, 0, pi are marked pink, and
the blue area, labeled by B, is parametrized as kx ∈ (−pi, pi],
ky ∈ [0, pi] and kz = pi.
the Berry phase divided by 2pi for the occupied bands
with glide eigenvalue −se−ikz/2 along path X¯ ′X¯/M¯M¯ ′.
Other known AOS symmetries include TR33 and the
combination of TR and n-fold (n = 2, 4) rotational sym-
metries35,36 in the presence of SOC. All the examples
show that the submanifold, on which the simplified ex-
pression is defined, mostly consists of high-symmetry mo-
menta. Up to now, it is still unclear whether all axion-
odd symmetries are AOS symmetries.
III. GAPLESS CRITERION
The gapless criterion that we propose is for crystals
with at least two AOS symmetries. Based on the cur-
rently confirmed AOS symmetries discussed above, the
condition is satisfied by 217 SGs in the presence of TR
symmetry and SOC and by 155 SGs otherwise56, which
is quite common. Let us generically pick two AOS sym-
metries in the crystal, labeled as g1 and g2. If the crystal
is gapped and has zero CNs, the two simplified expres-
sions, νg1 and νg2 , given by g1 and g2 for θ must be
well-defined and equal (both equal to θ/pi mod 2). The
contrapositive of the above statement is that the crystal
is either gapped with non-zero CNs or gapless if (i) at
least one of the two simplified expressions is ill-defined,
or (ii) both simplified expressions are well defined but
mismatch (νg1 6= νg2). Therefore, if the condition of the
contrapositive is satisfied, the system must be in a non-
trivial phase. In the case (i), the crystal must be gapless,
since a simplified expression becomes ill-defined only if
gapless points exist in the corresponding submanifold of
1BZ. However, the gapless points in this case are rela-
tively simple to locate as the submanifold mostly consists
of high symmetry momenta. So we focus on the case (ii)
where gapless points stay away from the submanifolds.
In the case (ii), we need to rule out the possibility of in-
sulators with non-zero CNs (also called QAH insulators)
3to get gepless phases, which can be achieved by certain
symmetries, like the TR symmetry. In the absence of
TR symmetry, the symmetries that forbid QAH insula-
tors exist in 141 out of the 155 SGs that contain at least
two AOS symmetries56, like SG 26 as discussed later.
It means that if the case (ii) happens in the presence
of TR symmetry or for any of the 141 SGs, we directly
know that the crystal is gapless. The remaining 14 out
of 155 SGs cannot directly forbid QAH insulators based
on symmetries in the absence of TR symmetry, like SG
13 as discussed later. For them, we can rule out the
QAH insulators by checking the following “Existence-of-
Zero-CN” (EZCN) condition: parallel to every two of the
three primitive reciprocal lattice vectors, there exist a 2D
gapped plane in 1BZ on which the system has zero CN.
Here a gapped plane means that the system is gapped
everywhere on the plane. The EZCN condition is equiv-
alent to vanishing QAH conductivity when the crystal is
insulating, but it is satisfiable in gapless crystals. The
process of checking the condition can be simplified by
symmetries, e.g., the CN on any plane that is perpendic-
ular to a mirror/glide plane must be zero.
Fig. 2 summarizes the above logic in a flowchart, from
which we derive a gapless criterion: given a crystal that
has at least two AOS symmetries and cannot be a QAH
insulator (indicated by either symmetries or by explicitly
satisfying the EZCN condition), it is gapless if there ex-
ist two well-defined simplified expressions that mismatch.
This is the main result of this work. Under the protection
of the condition that forbids QAH insulators, the gapless
phase identified by this gapless criterion is stable against
any perturbations that preserve the nonzero νg1 − νg2 ,
making it a topological invariant. In the following, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of the criterion for SG 26
and SG 13.
IV. MANGETIC SYSTEMS WITH SG 26
We first study the spin-orbit coupled magnetic mate-
rials whose magnetic SG is the same as SG 26 (Pmc21).
Besides lattice translations, SG 26 is generated by two
AOS symmetries mx and gy. The inequivalent high
symmetry momenta include two mirror-invariant planes
(kx = 0, pi), two glide-invariant planes (ky = 0, pi), and
their intersections, as shown in Fig. 3(a). We consider
the case where the crystal is gapped at all these high-
symmetry points. In this case, the symmetry representa-
tions furnished by the occupied bands at high-symmetry
momenta are always the same as those of atomic insula-
tors, according to Ref. [21 and 22]. However, the crystal
can still be gapless, for example, having 4 Weyl points
at generic momenta as shown in Fig. 3(b). Therefore,
such gapless phase cannot be identified by the symmetry-
representation approach56.
On the contrary, our gapless criterion is effective. The
gapped high-symmetry points make both νmx and νgy
well-defined according to Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), since CB is
A 3D material
Two AOS symmetries? Undetermined
No
Yes
Both simplified expressions 
are well-defined?
No
Gapless
Yes
Are they equal?
No
Yes
Gapless
No
QAHI or gapless
Symmetries forbid QAHI or
EZCN is satisfied?
Yes
Fig 2. This flowchart demonstrates how to use the gapless
criterion given a 3D material. Here “QAHI” means the QAH
insulator phase.
identically zero owing to mx. mx and gy further require
the crystal to have zero CN on any gapped plane that
is perpendicular to any k axis, ruling out the possibility
of QAH insulators. Then, the gapless criterion indicates
that the system is gapless when νmx 6= νgy . Further
derivation shows
νmx + νgy mod 2 = CS mod 2 , (6)
where CS is the so-called “bent CN”
56,57 over area S in
Fig. 3(b). When νmx 6= νgy , CS must be an odd number,
and thus the corresponding gapless phase must contain
an odd number of Weyl points in the quarter of 1BZ
surrounded by S, e.g., Fig. 3(b).
To verify the above analysis, we construct a toy
model56 by putting a spinful s-orbital at the origin and
symmetrizing it with SG 26. The resulting Hamiltonian
has two tuning parameters m0 and m1, and we map out
the phase diagram at half filling in Fig. 3(c). There are
two insulating phases, phase I with (νmx , νgy ) = (0, 0)
and phase III with (νmx , νgy ) = (1, 1). As tuning the sys-
tem from phase I to phase III, the gap closes on ky = 0
plane at the blue boundary and νgy changes from 0 to
1, resulting in phase II with (νmx , νgy ) = (0, 1). Phase
II further evolves into phase III across the red boundary,
where the gap closes on kx = 0 plane and νmx changes to
1. According to the gapless criterion and Eq. (6), phase II
should be a WSM phase with odd CS. Indeed, the phase
contains 4 Weyl points symmetrically distributed on the
kz = 0 plane just like Fig. 3(b), and we show the Fermi
arcs on (001) surface as the bright arcs in Fig. 3(d). The
Fermi arcs are parts of the saddle-shape energy disper-
sion58,59 on (001) surface, as shown in Fig. 3(e). Away
from the Weyl points, the surface mode typically lies in
4𝑚0
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Fig 3. (a) shows the 1BZ of SG 26. The yellow and pink
planes are invariant under mx and gy symmetries, respec-
tively. The black lines are the intersections of those planes,
where the little group is the entire SG. (b) demonstrates a
distribution of Weyl points (red or blue dots) in a possible
Weyl semimetal phase. The dots of the same (different) col-
ors have the same (opposite) chiralities. The green area S
surrounds the kx,y > 0 quarter of 1BZ. (c) is the phase dia-
gram generated by the toy model. Phase I and III are insu-
lating phases with θ = 0 and θ = pi, respectively. Phase II
is a Weyl semimetal phase that has the distribution of Weyl
points as (b). (d) shows the (001) surface density of states at
zero energy and (e) demonstrates the saddle-shaped energy
dispersion of the (001) surface gapless modes. Both graphs
are plotted for point A in (c), and the gray plane in (e) is at
zero energy.
the direct bulk gap56, which can be detected in ARPES
experiments.
V. MAGNETIC CRYSTALS WITH SG 13
In this section, we study the magnetic crystal whose
magnetic SG is SG 13 (P2/c) and whose SOC is ne-
glectible. SG 13 contains two AOS symmetries, inversion
P and glide gy. Since the combined R2 = gyP symmetry
makes CB identically zero, we choose the crystal to be
gapped on the glide-invariant planes (ky = 0, pi) to keep
νgy and νP well-defined. (See Fig. 1(a,c).) As the sym-
metries cannot forbid the QAH insulators, we further set
the CN on ky = pi to zero and keep the crystal gapped on
kx = pi and kz = pi planes to satisfy the EZCN condition.
The CNs on kx = pi and kz = pi planes naturally vanish
owing to gy.
With these conditions, the gapless criterion indicates
(a) (b) (c)
Γ Y Γ Y Γ Y
−
−
+
+
+
+
−
− +
+
−
−
(2,2) (1,2) (0,2)
Fig 4. This figure includes schematic plots of band structures
for SG 13 along Γ− Y . Blue and red lines are bands with R2
eigenvalue +1 and −1, respectively, and the black dotted line
is the Fermi energy. The numbers in the brackets are values
of (nΓR2,+, n
Y
R2,+).
the crystal is gapless if νP − νgy 6= 0. To understand
its physical meaning, we first note that any state with
(kx, kz) = (0, 0) can have definite R2 eigenvalues ±1.
Then, by generalizing the result in Ref. [55], we obtain56
νP = νgy +
nΓR2,+ − nYR2,+
2
mod 2 , (7)
where n
Γ/Y
R2,+
is the number of occupied states with R2
eigenvalue +1 at Γ/Y . When the crystal is insulating,
nΓR2,+ = n
Y
R2,+
must hold as exemplified in Fig. 4(a), con-
sistent with νP = νgy . When νP 6= νgy , the nonzero
(nΓR2,+ − nYR2,+) indicates the existence of R2-protected
gapless points along Γ − Y according to the symmetry-
representation approach, as shown in Fig. 4(b-c), and the
gapless points are Weyl points without any fine tun-
ing. Therefore, the gapless criterion νP 6= νgy can
identify the gapless phases detectable by the symmetry-
representation approach.
In the above discussion, we do not consider the TR
symmetry and explicitly impose the EZCN condition. If
we impose TR symmetry (making the crystal nonmag-
netic), the gapless phases identified by νP 6= νgy would
become nodal-line semimetal phases owing to the com-
bination of the TR and inversion symmetries60. If we
abandon the EZCN condition and consider a generic TR-
breaking insulator with SG 13 and neglectible SOC, we
would have56
νP = νgy + Cky=0 mod 2 , (8)
where Cky=0 is the CN on the glide-invariant plane, and
thus νP 6= νgy suggests the insulator has odd Cky=0.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Based on the effective axion field, we propose a gap-
less criterion for 3D crystals that have at least two AOS
symmetries. The criterion is potentially applicable to
5systems with or without SOC and can identify gapless
phases beyond the symmetry-representation approach.
When applying this criterion in practice (say in first-
principle calculations), it is better to follow Fig. 2 and
check the possibility of the QAH insulators at the very
end, since the mismatch of two simplified expressions al-
ready indicates a non-trivial phase, QAH insulator or
gapless.
As the gapless criterion can be more powerful if more
AOS symmetries are identified, our proposal provides a
driving force for future related theoretical study. Re-
cently, Ref. [61] studied the spin-orbit coupled systems
with TR and S4 (four-fold rotation combined with in-
version) symmetries, and demonstrated that some of its
Weyl semimetal phases can be detected by the mismatch
of two Z2 indexes that are respectively protected by
the two symmetries. Therefore, it is intriguing to ask
whether the Z2 index of axion-odd S4 is a simplified ex-
pression of θ. Moreover, the non-integer value of one cer-
tain simplified expression (like νP or νmx) can directly
detect the gapless phase, which is also worth exploring
in the future.
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Appendix A: More Details on Counting Applicable SGs
In this section, we show more details on counting SGs for which our gapless criterion is potentially applicable. The
counting here is only for the 230 SGs, instead of the whole set of magnetic SGs. Before moving onto the detailed
discussion, let us discuss a general feature. Given an AOS symmetry g, gTR with TR a translation by a lattice
vector R is also an AOS symmetry. However, we should not treat g and gTR as two different AOS symmetries. It
is because TR just adds a e
−iR·k phase to any eigenvalue of g without changing the corresponding eigenvector. For
example, P |ψK,±〉 = ±|ψK,±〉 is equivalent to PTR|ψK,±〉 = ±e−iR·K |ψK,±〉, where P is inversion and K is an
inversion-invariant momentum. Then, the simplified expressions given by g and gTR are equivalent and always have
the same values; the only difference is the meaning of the eigenvalue labels in the expressions. Again in the example
of P and PTR, n
P,±
K labels the number of occupied states with P eigenvalue ±1 at K, while nPTR,±K corresponds to
PTR eigenvalue ±e−iR·K at K. Nevertheless, we always have nP,±K = nPTR,±K .
1. With TR Symmetry and SOC
We first consider the case where there is TR symmetry and SOC. In the presence of SOC, the currently confirmed
AOS symmetries include TR T , C2T , C4T , inversion, mirror, and glide symmetries, where Cn means n-fold rotation.
Therefore, in the presence of TR symmetry and SOC, any SG that contain C2, C4, inversion, mirror, or glide symmetry
is a SG that contains at least two AOS symmetries.
To have a list of all these SGs, let us first separately list all SGs for each relevant symmetry. Any SG that contains
C2 must contain SG 3 as a subgroup, and then we can use the subgroup relations of the SGs to get
The list of all SGs that contain C2 =
{3, 5, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 32, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87,
88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116,
117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142,
149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 171, 172, 175, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 187,
188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215,
216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230} .
(A1)
6Any SG that contains C4 must contain SG 75 as a subgroup, and then we can use the subgroup relations of the SGs
to get
The list of all SGs that contain C4 =
{75, 79, 83, 85, 87, 89, 90, 97, 99, 100, 103, 104, 107, 108, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 139, 140, 207, 209, 211, 221,
222, 225, 226, 229} .
(A2)
Any SG that contains inversion must contain SG 2 as a subgroup, and then we can use the subgroup relations of the
SGs to get
The list of all SGs that contain inversion =
{2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74,
83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 147, 148,
162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 175, 176, 191, 192, 193, 194, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228,
229, 230} .
(A3)
Any SG that contains mirror(s) must contain SG 6 as a subgroup, and then we can use the subgroup relations of the
SGs to get
The list of all SGs that contain mirror(s) =
{6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 25, 26, 28, 31, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 71, 72, 74,
83, 84, 87, 99, 100, 101, 102, 105, 107, 108, 109, 111, 113, 115, 119, 121, 123, 124, 125, 127, 128, 129, 131, 132, 134, 135, 136,
137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 156, 157, 160, 162, 164, 166, 174, 175, 176, 183, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 200,
202, 204, 215, 216, 217, 221, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 229} .
(A4)
All SG that contains glide(s) have “a”, “b”, “c”, “d”, “e”, or “n” in their HermannMauguin notations, except SG
113, resulting in
The list of all SGs that contain glide(s) =
{7, 9, 13, 14, 15, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 43, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61,
62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 68, 70, 72, 73, 74, 85, 86, 88, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 116, 117, 118, 120,
122, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 158, 159, 161, 163, 165, 167, 184, 185,
186, 188, 190, 192, 193, 194, 201, 203, 205, 206, 218, 219, 220, 222, 223, 224, 226, 227, 228, 230} .
(A5)
Then, the union of the above lists gives us the list of SGs that have at least two currently confirmed AOS symmetries
in the presence of TR symmetry and SOC:
{2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74,
75, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134,
135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164,
165, 166, 167, 168, 171, 172, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193,
194, 195, 196, 197, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220,
221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230} ,
(A6)
which consists of 217 SGs.
72. Without TR Symmetry or Without SOC
Without SOC, we have only three currently confirmed AOS symmetries, inversion, mirror, and glide. Even if SOC
exists, C2T and C4T cannot exist in the materials in the absence of TR symmetry since we only consider the 230
SGs instead of the whole set of magnetic SGs. Therefore, if either TR symmetry or SOC is absent, we should only
consider inversion, mirror, and glide symmetries as AOS symmetries for the SG counting here. Among the union of
Eq. (A3)-(A5), the following three sets should be excluded for our purpose:
The list of the SGs that contain inversion but no mirrors and no glides = {2, 147, 148} , (A7)
The list of the SGs that contain one mirror symmetry but no inversion and no glides = {6, 8, 174} , (A8)
and
The list of the SGs that contain one glide symmetry but no inversion and no mirrors = {7, 9} . (A9)
As a result, the remaining 155 SGs consist the list of SGs that have at least two currently confirmed AOS symmetries
in the absence of TR symmetry or SOC:
{10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104,
105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131,
132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 175, 176, 183, 184,
185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224,
225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230} .
(A10)
When TR symmetry is absent, only the following 14 out of 155 SGs allow QAH insulators:
{10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 175, 176} , (A11)
while the other 141 SGs forbid QAH insulators, including
{25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114,
115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141,
142, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 200, 201,
202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230} .
(A12)
This counting is simplified by the fact that if a SG G0 forbids QAH insulators, any SG that contains G0 as a subgroup
also forbids QAH insulators. It is because the Hall conductivity is a physical property that is independent of the
choices of the unit cell and extra symmetries can only put more constraints on CNs instead of turning a zero CN to
nonzero.
Appendix B: More Details on SG 26 with SOC
In this section, we discuss SG 26 in more detail. We first discuss its symmetry representations at high-symmetry
momenta, then derive Eq. (6) in the main text, and finally discuss the toy model. The high-symmetry points for this
SG include the mirror invariant planes (kx = Λ), the glide invariant planes (ky = Λ), and their intersections, as shown
in Fig. 3(a) of the main text. We always assume the system is gapped at all high-symmetry points. Useful points in
1BZ are labeled according to Fig. 5.
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Fig 5. The 1BZ with more labels for SG 26 and SG 13.
1. Symmetry Representations
In this part, we show that the symmetry representations at high symmetry points are the same as atomic insulators.
Owing to the existence of SOC, we have m2x = −1, g2y = −{1|001}, and {mx, gy} = 0. Without loss of generality,
we can always choose the Bloch states to be periodic along kx and ky, i.e.,
|ψ−pi,ky,kz 〉 = |ψpi,ky,kz 〉 , |ψkx,−pi,kz 〉 = |ψkx,pi,kz 〉 . (B1)
For kx = Λ, the occupied Bloch states have definite mirror eigenvalue βi with β = ±, labeled as |ψmx,β,α(Λ,ky,kz)〉.
Here α = 1, ..., nmx,β(Λ,ky,kz), and n
mx,β
(Λ,ky,kz)
is the number of occupied states with mirror eigenvalue βi at (Λ, ky, kz).
Similarly, for ky = Λ, the occupied Bloch states have definite glide eigenvalue βie
−ikz/2, labeled as |ψgy,β,α(kx,Λ,kz)〉, where
α = 1, ..., n
gy,β
(kx,Λ,kz)
, and n
gy,β
(kx,Λ,kz)
is the number of occupied states with glide eigenvalue βie−ikz/2 at (kx,Λ, kz).
Since the system is gapped at all high symmetry momenta, nmx,β(Λ,ky,kz) stay invariant as (ky, kz) changes, and so does
n
gy,β
(kx,Λ,kz)
as (kx, kz) varies. Therefore, we may relabel n
mx,β
(Λ,ky,kz)
and n
gy,β
(kx,Λ,kz)
as nmx,βkx=Λ and n
gy,β
ky=Λ
, respectively.
Along kz, |ψmx,β,α(Λ,ky,kz)〉 can be chosen to be periodic
|ψmx,β,α(Λ,ky,−pi)〉 = |ψ
mx,β,α
(Λ,ky,pi)
〉 . (B2)
On the other hand, as |ψgy,β,α(kx,Λ,±pi)〉 have opposite glide eigenvalues, we may choose
|ψgy,β,α(kx,Λ,−pi)〉 = |ψ
gy,−β,α
(kx,Λ,pi)
〉 , (B3)
which indicates n
gy,−
ky=Λ
= n
gy,+
ky=Λ
.
At the intersection of the mirror and glide planes (kx, ky) = (Λ,Λ
′) with Λ′ = 0, pi , the Hamiltonian is invariant
under both mirror and glide operations. {mx, gy} = 0 means that the irreducible representations (irreps) here are
9two-dimensional (2D), where mx and gy can be represented as
62
mx=˙− i
1
−1
 , gy=˙
 −e−ikz
1
 . (B4)
We label such 2D irreps as Γ2, and label the number of Γ2 irreps furnished by occupied states at (kx, ky) = (Λ,Λ
′) as
nΓ2(Λ,Λ′), which is independent of kz since the system is gapped at the intersection.
Now we include the rest of compatibility relations given by the fact that all high symmetry momenta are fully
connected. First of all, the number of occupied bands should be the same at any high symmetry momentum, labeled
as N . Then, one Γ2 irrep at (kx, ky) = (Λ,Λ
′) would split into two bands with opposite mirror (glide) eigenvalues as
ky (kx) move away from the axis. Therefore, we have
N
2
= nΓ2(0,0) = n
mx,±
kx=0
= nΓ2(0,pi) = n
gy,±
ky=pi
= nΓ2(pi,pi) = n
mx,±
kx=pi
= nΓ2(pi,0) = n
gy,±
ky=0
, (B5)
meaning that there are even number of the occupied bands, and N/2 is the only independent number.
If we put N/2 local orbitals with mirror eigenvalue +i at the origin and symmetrize them with SG 26 (2a Wyckoff
positions), we get the same symmetry representations as the above. Therefore, counting symmetry representations
cannot identify any gapless phases in this case.
2. Derivation of Eq. (6) in the main text
In this part, we derive Eq. (6) in the main text. For convenience of the discussion, we use C to label the integral
of Berry curvature divided by 2pi for certain bands over certain region, γ to label the Berry phase divided by 2pi for
certain bands along certain path.
As described in the last part, the number N of occupied bands at high symmetry momenta is even, and we still
adopt the same boundary condition, i.e.,
|ψmx,β,α−pi,ky,kz 〉 = |ψ
mx,β,α
pi,ky,kz
〉 , |ψmx,β,αΛ,−pi,kz 〉 = |ψ
mx,β,α
Λ,−pi,kz 〉 , |ψ
mx,β,α
Λ,ky,−pi〉 = |ψ
mx,β,α
Λ,ky,pi
〉 , (B6)
|ψgy,β,α−pi,Λ,kz 〉 = |ψ
gy,β,α
pi,Λ,kz
〉 , |ψgy,β,αkx,−pi,kz 〉 = |ψ
gy,β,α
kx,pi,kz
〉 , |ψgy,β,αkx,Λ,−pi〉 = |ψ
gy,−β,α
kx,Λ,pi
〉 , (B7)
where α = 1, ..., N/2. The boundary conditions along kx and ky are natural, while the boundary condition for gy
eigenstates along kz is special. Making such special choice along kz does not influence the generality of the derivation
since both Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) in the main text are gauge invariant and independent of the boundary conditions along
kz.
Owing to {mx, gy} = 0, we have
gy|ψmx,β,αΛ,ky,kz 〉 = |ψ
mx,−β,α′
Λ,−ky,kz 〉V
gy,−β,β
α′α (Λ, ky, kz) , mx|ψgy,β,αkx,Λ,kz 〉 = |ψ
gy,−β,α′
−kx,Λ,kz 〉V
mx,−β,β
α′α (kx,Λ, kz) , (B8)
where those V matrices are unitary. Using the above relations and the fact that CA−γ∂A ∈ Z with ∂A the boundary
of A, we can transform Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) in the main text to
νmx = CZZ′Y˜ Y − CXX˜M˜M − 2γmx,+ZZ′ − 2γmx,+Y˜ Y + 2γ
mx,+
XX˜
+ 2γmx,+
M˜M
mod 2 ,
νgy = CZZ′XX˜ − CMM˜Y˜ Y − 2γ
gy,+
Z′ZXX˜Z′
− 2γgy,+
MM˜Y˜ YM
− 2(γgy,−
X
′
X
+ γ
gy,−
MM
′) mod 2 .
(B9)
Adding the two expression together yields
νmx + νgy mod 2
= CS − 2γ+ZZ′ − 2γ+Y˜ Y + 2γ
+
XX˜
+ 2γ+
M˜M
− 2γgy,+
ZX
− 2γgy,−
X
′
Z
+ 2γ
gy,+
YM
− 2γgy,−
YM
′ mod 2 ,
(B10)
where
γ+L = γ
mx,+
L − γgy,+L , (B11)
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and L labels the four lines at the interactions of mirror and glide invariant planes.
What we need to do next is just to show all terms except CS on the right-hand side of Eq. (B10) add up to an even
number. First, we can use Eq. (B8) to get
− 2γgy,+
ZX
− 2γgy,−
X
′
Z
+ 2γ
gy,+
YM
− 2γgy,−
YM
′ mod 2 = −2ΦVmx,+,−,X′Z − 2ΦVmx,+,−,Y M ′ mod 2 (B12)
where
ΦU,L =
−i
2pi
∫
L
dk · Tr[U†(k)∇kU(k)] . (B13)
Now, let us consider γ+ZZ′ . With g
2
y|ψk〉 = −e−ikz |ψk〉 and gy being unitary, V gy (0, 0, k) must have the following form
V
gy,β
′,β
α′α (0, 0, k) =
 0 W1(0, 0, k)
−e−ikW †1 (0, 0, k) 0

β′α′,βα
, (B14)
where W1(0, 0, k) takes the indexes α
′ and α, is unitary, and satisfies W1(0, 0,−pi) = W1(0, 0, pi). V gy(0,0,k) can be
diagonalized by
Ugy,mx(0, 0, k) =
1√
2
−ieik/2W1(0, 0, k) ieik/2W1(0, 0, k)
1 1
W2(0, 0, k) 0
0 W3(0, 0, k)
 , (B15)
where the boundary condition requires W2(0, 0,±pi) = W3(0, 0,∓pi) and both W2 and W3 matrices are unitary. As a
result, V mx(0, 0, k) can be expressed by the W2 and W3 as
V mx(0, 0, k) = −i
 0 W †2 (0, 0, k)W3(0, 0, k)
W †3 (0, 0, k)W2(0, 0, k) 0
 . (B16)
With these relations, we can get
2γ+Z′Z mod 2 = −
N
2
− 2ΦW2,Z′Z mod 2 = −
N
4
+ 2φVmx,+,−,Z mod 2 , (B17)
where φU,k =
(−i)
2pi log det [U(k)]. The same derivation can be applied to Y˜ Y , XX˜, and M˜M , resulting in
− 2γ+ZZ′ − 2γ+Y˜ Y + 2γ
+
XX˜
+ 2γ+
M˜M
mod 2 = 2[φVmx,+,−,Z − φVmx,+,−,Y − φVmx,+,−,X + φVmx,+,−,M ] mod 2
= −2ΦVmx,+,−,ZX − 2ΦVmx,+,−,MY mod 2 .
(B18)
Combined the above equation, Eq. (B12), Eq. (B10), and ΦVmx,+,−,X′X/M ′M ∈ Z, we arrive at Eq. (6) in the main
text.
3. More details on the Tight-Binding Model for SG 26
In this section, we discuss the toy tight-binding (TB) model for SG 26 in more detail. There are two sublattice
sites in one unit cell, τ 1 = (0, 0, 0) and τ 2 = (0, 0, 1/2). Then, in the real space, the bases of the Hamiltonian read
|R+ τ i, s〉, and the Fourier transformation of them gives
|k, τ i, s〉 = 1√
Nl
∑
R
ei(R+τ i)·k|R+ τ i, s〉 , (B19)
where s =↑, ↓ the spin index. The bases clearly satisfy |k+G, τ i, s〉 = eiG·τ i |k, τ i, s〉 for any reciprocal lattice vector
G. The glide and mirror symmetries are then represented as gy=˙− ie−ikz/2τxσy and mx=˙− iτ0σx, where τ ’s and σ’s
are Pauli matrices for sublattice and spin indexes.
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Based on the symmetry representations, we consider the following Hamiltonian for the toy model
H =
∑
k,i,i′,s,s′
|k, τ i, s〉[h(k)]ii′,ss′〈k, τ i′ , s′| , (B20)
h(k) = d1τzσx + d2τyσ0 + d3τxσ0 + d4τzσz + d5τyσx , (B21)
where
d1 = m0 − 3 + cos(kx) + cos(ky) + cos(kz) ,
d2 = cos(
kz
2
) sin(ky) , d3 = sin(
kz
2
) ,
d4 = sin(kx) , d5 = m1 cos(
kz
2
) cos(kx) ,
(B22)
and the k dependence of di’s is implied. The eigenvalues of Eq. (B21) can be analytically solved as
±
√
d21 + d
2
3 + (
√
d22 + d
2
4 ± d5)2 . (B23)
We always consider the system at half filling.
From the eigenvalues of h(k), we can derive the gapless condition as d1 = d3 = 0 and |d5| =
√
d22 + d
2
4, which,
combined with the expressions of di’s, gives
cos(kx) =
−(m0 − 2)±
√
(m0 − 2)2 − (m21 + 2)((2−m0)2 − 2)
m21 + 2
,
cos(ky) = 2−m0 − cos(kx) , kz = 0 ,
cos(kx) ∈ R , | cos(kx)| ≤ 1 ,
cos(ky) ∈ R , | cos(ky)| ≤ 1 .
(B24)
Especially, the gapless points exist on kx = 0 plane when
m0 ∈ [0, 2] , m1 = ±
√
m0(2−m0) ; (B25)
the gapless points exist on ky = 0 plane when
m0 ∈ [0, 2] , m1 = ±
√
1
(1−m0)2 − 1 . (B26)
With the above conditions, we plot Fig. 3(c) in the main text.
The Fermi arcs shown in Fig. 3(d) of the main text are parts of the surface states on the (001) surface. The Fermi
arcs are the intersection between the surface energy dispersion and the E = 0 plane, as shown in Fig. 3(e) of the main
text. As mentioned in the main text, the surface energy dispersion turns out to be in a saddle-surface shape. It is
confirmed by that the energy dispersion bends down along kx-axis but bends up along ky axis as shown in Fig. 6 (a)
and (b), respectively. Moreover, we can clearly see that away from the Weyl points, the surface mode typically exists
in between the direct bulk gap.
Appendix C: More Details on SG 13 without SOC
In this section, we derive Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) in the main text for a magnetic crystal with magnetic SG being SG
13 and without SOC in more detail.
1. Derivation of Eq. (7) in the main text
Recall that we assume that the system is gapped on kx = pi, ky = 0, ky = pi, and kz = pi planes, and has zero CN
on ky = pi. All the four gapped planes are connected, and we can label the number of occupied band as N . This
derivation has overlap with Ref. [55].
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Fig 6. These two figures show the energy dispersion on (001) surface. (a) and (b) are for ky = 0 and kx = 0, respectively.
We first discuss νgy . Since CB is zero owing to the combination of inversion and glide symmetries R2 = gyP , we
only need the consider the remaining parts that are only defined on the ky = 0, pi planes. As discussed in the last
section, the bands can have definite gy eigenvalues, ±e−ikz/2, on the ky = Λ plane, and the number of occupied bands
with either eigenvalue should be equal to N/2, making N a even number. Then, we can choose the energy eigenstates
on ky = Λ as Eq. (B7) except that β now means the gy eigenvalue βe
−ikz/2 owing to the absence of SOC. From
Pgy = e
ipzgyP and P
2 = 1, we have
P |ψgy,β,αkx,Λ,kz 〉 = |ψ
gy,β,α
′
−kx,Λ,−kz 〉
[
V β,βP (kx,Λ, kz)
]
α′α
, (C1)
and the unitary V β,βP (kx,Λ, kz) satisfies
V β,βP (kx,Λ, kz)V
β,β
P (−kx,Λ,−kz) = 1 . (C2)
The above relations give19,20
C
gy,−
ky=0
mod 2 = 2γ
gy,−
XX′ + 2γ
gy,−
X
′
X
mod 2 , C
gy,−
ky=pi
mod 2 = 2γ
gy,−
MM ′ + 2γ
gy,−
M
′
M
mod 2 , (C3)
resulting in
νgy = 2γ
gy,−
XX′ − 2γgy,−MM ′ mod 2 . (C4)
Combined with Eq. (C1), we have
νgy = 2(φV −.−P ,X
− φV −.−P ,Γ)− 2(φV −.−P ,M − φV −.−P ,Y ) mod 2 . (C5)
All four points, Γ, X, Y , and M , are on the kz = 0 plane. On kz = 0 plane, we have [P, gy] = 0 meaning that the
states at a inversion-invariant momentum K0 on kz = 0 plane can have definite P and gy eigenvalues simultaneously,
where P eigenvalue takes values ±1. We label the number of occupied states at K0 with gy eigenvalue βe−ikz/2 and
P eigenvalue β′ as ngy,β,P,β
′
K0
, and then we have
φV −.−P ,K0
mod 1 =
n
gy,−,P,−
K0
2
mod 1 , (C6)
resulting in
νgy =
∑
K0
n
gy,−,P,−
K0
mod 2 . (C7)
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Now we simplify the expression of νP . Since {P, gy} = 0 on kz = pi, the number of states with P eigenvalue +1
is equal to the number of states with P eigenvalue −1 at an inversion-invariant momentum on kz = pi plane, which
further equals to N/2. Combined with that N is even, we can first simply νP to
νP = −
∑
K0
nP,−K0
2
mod 2 . (C8)
To simply the above equation, first note that nP,−K0 = n
gy,+,P,−
K0
+ n
gy,−,P,−
K0
and n
gy,+,P,−
K0
+ n
gy,+,P,+
K0
= N/2. Since
the states at K0 also have definite R2 eigenvalues ±1, we have ngy,+,P,+K0 + n
gy,−,P,−
K0
= nR2,+K0 with n
R2,+
K0
the number
of occupied states with R2 eigenvalue +1 at K0. As a result, we have
nP,−K0 =
N
2
− nR2,+K0 + 2n
gy,−,P,−
K0
, (C9)
which further results in
νp = νgy +
∑
K0
nR2,+K0
2
mod 2. (C10)
To obtain Eq. (7) , the only thing left is to show that
∑
K0
nR2,+K0
2
− ∆R2
2
(C11)
is even, where ∆R2 = n
R2,+
Γ − nR2,+Y . First note that nR2,+X = nR2,+M since kx = pi is gapped, we have∑
K0
nR2,+K0
2
− ∆R2
2
mod 2 = nR2,+M + n
R2,+
Y mod 2 . (C12)
Since the system has zero CN on ky = pi plane, n
P,−
M + n
P,−
Y + n
P,−
M
+ nP,−
Y
is even, and we have nP,−M + n
P,−
Y is even
owing to nP,−
M
+ nP,−
Y
= N . As a result,
nR2,+M + n
R2,+
Y mod 2 = n
gy,−,P,−
M + n
gy,+,P,+
M + n
gy,−,P,−
Y + n
gy,+,P,+
Y mod 2
= n
gy,−,P,−
M − ngy,+,P,−M + ngy,−,P,−Y − ngy,+,P,−Y mod 2 = nP,−M + nP,−Y mod 2 = 0 ,
(C13)
from which we can get Eq. (7) of the main text.
At last, we would like to discuss a bit more about Eq. (7) of the main text. Since νgy is always integer valued while
νP is not, there are two cases that can make νP 6= νgy : (i) νP=1/2 or 3/2 indicating that the system is gapless19,20,
and (ii) νP is an integer but different from νgy . ∆R2 is an odd number in case (i) and is twice an odd number in case
(ii), both of which indicate the existence of the gapless points on the Γ− Y axis given by the crossing between bands
with different R2 eigenvalues. When ∆R2 is twice an even number and nonzero, the gapless points on the Γ− Y axis
still exist but they cannot be detected by the gapless criterion.
2. Derivation of Eq. (8) in the main text
We in this part consider a generic magnetic insulator with magnetic SG being SG 13 and without SOC. The key
difference from the last part is that here we do not set the CN on ky = pi to zero. Nevertheless, Eq. (C10) derived
above still holds since it does not rely on the EZCN condition. Therefore, the key here is still the simplification of∑
K0
n
R2,+
K0
2 .
The insulating condition tells us nR2,+Γ = n
R2,+
Y and n
R2,+
M = n
R2,+
X . Then, with n
gy,+,P,+
K0
+ n
gy,+,P,−
K0
= N/2 and
N even, we have
∑
K0
nR2,+K0
2
mod 2 = nP,−Γ + n
P,−
X mod 2 . (C14)
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Furthermore, nP,−Z = n
P,−
X
= N/2, we eventually arrive at
∑
K0
nR2,+K0
2
mod 2 = nP,−Γ + n
P,−
X + n
P,−
Z + n
P,−
X
mod 2 = Cky=0 mod 2 . (C15)
Substitute the above expression in the Eq. (C10), we can get Eq. (8) in the main text.
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